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President's Report Chad Raney
As I have a chance to speak with each of you, I am always
encouraged to see how the club has continued to grow and
mature. At our last board meeting, we were winding down the
last actions from some big projects in the last year: FSP billing
and dispatch, N5087K paint and interior, purchase of N13946 plus
upgrades. Several things aligned that allowed us to accomplish so many things at once this year, we
will always be improving, but I expect at a more sustainable pace. This leaves us with a great opportunity
to enjoy our flying and social events, preserve and be proud of what we have.

We struggle with the same thing that many organizations do these days, our members’ time is stretched
between work, family and other interests. We do need help with several areas of the club and will be
reaching out between now and the end of the year. We would love any assistance you are willing to
provide. I do not get to fly often, but when I do, I have been a little disappointed at the cleanliness of
the planes. We are going to reach out for volunteers so we have a rotation to wash the planes on a
more regular schedule. If you selected “I am willing to help wash planes” on your ACAC application, you
may receive a call. Secondly, we have several board positions that will be open at the end of this year. If
you think you would be interested in serving in a board capacity, please reach out to me at
president@aircapitalaviators.club.

For an organization this size, it would not be uncommon to have a permanent position hired to care for
our fleet. Thanks to the many people that volunteer and individual members that have been willing to
help as needs arise we have been able to self-manage the club. To illustrate the difference that makes to
our rates, it saves us easily $50 a month on dues. Our cost structure creates the opportunity for many
people to fly that would not be able to afford $120-$150/mo dues and makes ACAC attractive to pilots
across Wichita. I grew up in Minnesota, if you wanted to join a flying club up there, you would be on a
waiting list to put $7,000 down and pay $150/mo, additionally the hourly rates are higher than ours. It
is always a reminder to me that we have a wonderful, yet fragile opportunity to care for the Air Capital
Aviators Club. As you see things that need to be done to keep our fleet clean or cared for we welcome
your initiative to do it. If it involves supplies more than what is in the airplane, please coordinate with
Dave Zimmerman or myself to ensure you have and special instructions. These are our planes to be proud
of, I hope you share the excitement I have to be part of the best flying club in the country!

Composite image of Santiago's first landing. Photo courtesy of Jim Badgett

On July 27, 2018, Santiago Gimenez loaded up in N5221E and broke the surly
bonds of earth without an instructor for the first time.

Jim Badgett and various family members were present for the occasion. Jim
tells us that he did a great job.

All of us on the board sincerely congratulate Santiago on this great
accomplishment!

First Solo!

Fuel prices are below
the $5.00 threshold,
so no fuel surcharge
will be applied for the
month of August.

Fuel Price

http://www.aircapitalaviators.club
https://www.facebook.com/aircapitalaviatorsclub
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The morning fellow ACAC member Dan Demott and I
were to depart dawned with less than favorable
weather conditions over almost the entire state of
Wisconsin. Almost all the forecasts called for IFR
conditions, low ceilings, and rain for the next 48
hours. After putting in so much work preparing for
this trip, (and burning valuable vacation time at work)
I wasn’t about to give up. Dan and I devised a plan to
leave from KAAO and head to KPDC, a small airport in
western WI, which had been reporting and forecasting
favorable weather conditions, with the intention of
heading to KOSH at the first sign of the weather
clearing…

My Oshkosh story begins a little over a year ago, when
I was just beginning to get into aviation; a friend of
mine, Ernie, took me for a ride in a 1971 Cessna 172M
(N1091M based at KEWK), my first taste of general
aviation. From that first flight I knew I had found a
passion, and an entirely new way to drain my bank
account. We flew together all summer, me picking up
valuable experience, and Ernie building hours to reach
the next milestone. That July, Oshkosh came around,
and we both couldn’t attend. Ernie had taken a job out
of state, and we promised each other we would reunite
at Oshkosh 2018. This series of events precipitated into
me later joining ACAC and earning a private pilot
certificate in January of 2018.

The road to Oshkosh wasn’t quite paved yet, with much
planning and many logistical hurdles to clear. From
the beginning I knew I wanted to make the trip in our
flagship, and longest standing member of our fleet,
N747BF, the 1980 Cessna R182. To achieve this goal, I
needed to meet the total time requirement, and get HP/
CP endorsed. The minimums were met, and I was signed
off for the 182 checkout almost 6 months to the day of
earning the PPL certificate. Other challenges included
completely understanding the 30+ page NOTAM and
preparing myself for one of the most challenging
procedures I had yet flown. Luckily, I didn’t have to
face these challenges alone, with the help of good
instructors, and particularly the guidance of my very
own Oshkosh consultant, veteran attendee Ken
Rogers. Ken’s advice and wisdom (as well as borrowed
camping gear) was a critical help over the course of a
very successful trip.

With full tanks, loaded down with camping gear
and supplies for 5 days off the grid, Dan and I’s
adventure was off. 7BF is a wonderful cross-
country machine, holding 5 hours of fuel and
cruising at a respectable 150Kts, all while being a
comfortable, roomy ride. The first leg of the trip
was buttery smooth and easy, with 7BF knocking
out the 3-hour leg effortlessly. Once on the
ground in Prairie du Chein, (KPDC) and with
updated weather information and replenished
fuel tanks, Dan and I decided to push on to the
final destination of KOSH. As it turned out,
everyone else in the upper Midwest had seen the
same break in the weather and decided to head
for Oshkosh as well. This lead to an interesting
flight with us following a pack of RVs and there
being at least a dozen airplanes trailing not too
far behind us. Having a Dan as a copilot become a
very valuable asset during the high traffic
density and high stress environment. Getting to
Ripon WI, the starting point of the arrival
procedure, was a short hop taking less than an
hour. Once in Ripon though, the real fun started.
All the VFR arrivals are told to form a line going
over Ripon, following railroad tracks to the
town of Fisk, all at 1800 feet, 90Kts, after which
planes are directed to a runway. This turned out
to be harder than it sounds, with us getting
stuck behind planes that couldn’t do the
required 90Kts, forcing Dan and I to go slower
than what was safe, and kicking us out of the
procedure line.

Eventually we made our way to the KOSH airport,
and into the most challenging approach I had
ever flown. ATC was asking us to land on colored
dots after a descending 180 degree turn into a
23Kt crosswind, not exactly something they teach
you during flight training. After making a very
interesting landing, we were directed on a very
interesting taxi to our campsite. After raining all
week, the ground in Oshkosh was quite soft, and
the R182 isn’t exactly known for its off roading
abilities, though luckily, we didn’t get stuck. An
uneventful trip, but nonetheless very interesting.

(Cont'd on next page)

First Journey to Airventure
Oshkosh Story by Ethan Betzen
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Once we were parked and settled in, with tents
pitched and camp set up, the week could begin. I
won’t go into the experience of the actual show
much, partly because everyone does the show a
little bit differently, and partly because it is
almost a sensory overload with the sheer amount
of activity going on and all the sights to see.
Everyone needs to go at least once in their
lifetime, as it a is an amazing gathering of people
and machines unrivaled by anything in the
world. Ken told me before I left that, “You will go
the first time to see the show, and the years after
that to see the people you meet”, and he was spot
on. On top of seeing a world class airshow, the
event is a wonderful gathering of pilots and
aviation minded individuals, many of whom are
now good friends. If you are on the fence about
ever going, absolutely do it.

We departed early on Wednesday morning, with
the procedure leaving the show being far less
dramatic than the arrival. The weather going
back home couldn’t have been better, with clear,
smooth skies, and a bonus tailwind. Another fuel
stop was made in Ottumwa, Iowa (KOTM) at what
turned out to be one of the nicest little airports
I had ever visited. Free food and drinks for
transient pilots, as well as a friendly staff and a
modern, clean facility made for a pleasant rest
and refueling stop. The rest of the flight home
was smooth and uneventful, and the nice
controllers in Kansas City let us buzz straight
through their class B airspace without vectoring
or delaying us. Roundtrip was 10 hours on the
Hobbs meter with probably an hour of that time
spent on the ground.

Overall, the trip was a wild success, so much so
that I am already making plans for Oshkosh 2019. I
would like to extend a huge thanks to Dan
Demott for being a vigilant copilot and helping
keep us safe, as well as to Ken Rogers for all the
advice and help before, during, and after the trip.
The trip wouldn’t have been possible for me
without them. I would also like to say that if
anyone has questions about attending in the
future feel free to ask Dan, Ken, or myself. We
would be thrilled to help anyone on their very
own Oshkosh adventure.

First Journey to Airventure
Oshkosh (continued)

We would like to welcome the following new
members to the club. We all look forward to
getting to know you!

Fred Leeper

David Lacore

Dalton Sanders

New Members

Upcoming ACAC/Aviation Events
Parsons Fly-in – August 25 – 8:00AM-11:00AM

• KPPF

Ponca City Fly-in – September 1 – 7:00AM-10:00AM

• KPNC

EAA Chapter 88 Breakfast – September 8 – 7:00AM-11:00AM

• KAAO

Frontiers in Flight Airshow – September 8-9

• KIAB

Alva Breakfast Fly-in – September 15 – 7:30AM-10:00AM

• KAVK

Ottawa Breakfast Fly-in – September 15 – 8:00AM-10:00AM

• KOWI

Parsons Fly-in – September 22 – 8:00AM-11:00AM

• KPPF

If any of our membership has an interesting bio or
a fun trip report that you would like to share in
the newsletter, we would like to hear from you.
Please send the information to
secretary@aircapitalaviators.club and we will get
it incorporated into the newsletter.

Newsletter Ideas

One of our goals as a flying club is to provide
fellowship among our membership. One great way
to participate in this fellowship is to attend a
monthly “Hangar Flying” event. The details for
these events are typically emailed out a couple of
weeks in advance. We encourage all members,
both old and new, to attend. Stay tuned for the
announcement of the next Hangar Flying event.

Hangar Hangouts
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Emergencies, policy questions or suggestions
President – Chad Raney
president@aircapitalaviators.club

Emergencies, website issues, social events
Vice President – David Norris
Vice-president@aircapitalaviators.club

Maintenance issues and squawks
Operations Officer -- Dave Zimmerman
operations@aircapitalaviators.club

Overnight reservations, aircraft checkouts
Safety Officer -- Kris Miller
safety@aircapitalaviators.club

Billing and Flight Schedule Pro
Treasurer – Ron Kastner
treasurer@aircapitalaviators.club

Member referrals, leave-of-absence requests
Membership Officer – Ken Rogers
membership@aircapitalaviators.club

Newsletter announcements and story leads
Secretary – Nick Moore
secretary@aircapitalaviators.club

Phone numbers are available in the member
directory in Flight Schedule Pro.

ACAC Points of Contact

The next board meeting is Thursday,
September 13 at 5:30pm at Flight Safety
International on Greenwich. Any member is
welcome to come to this meeting, especially
if you wish to bring an issue to the board’s
attention.

Board Meeting
You may notice an update to the photos on the
club's publication and marketing material. I would
like to personally thank members Brad Christopher
and Don Taylor for the rock-solid formation
flying that allowed us to capture the recent air-to-
air photos of N5087K. We have plans to get photos
of N747BF in the near future.

Secretary's Note
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